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Summary  

The process of decentralization that is under way in Mozambique, although it is the subject of 

lively debate and confrontation of ideas among politicians, members of civil society, public / 

citizens, academics and particularly constitutionalists, it represents an opportunity for women 

, for two essential reasons: A) Because the process entails restructuring (organic) of public 

administration and hence new responsibilities and competences that will impose existences of 

specialized human resources that may respond to the new administrative reality. B) Because 

decentralization also implies (naturally) the "allocation" of the power closest to the electorate. 

Women represent more than 50% of the electorate. This figure can / should influence the 

representativeness of women in the Decision Making Bodies.  

The purpose of the workshop was to (strategically) train and equip women with capacities in 

leadership and women's participation in political and governance processes. 

Participatory method was decisive in obtaining progressive consensus and building knowledge 

around the theme. 

Although there are opportunities, cultural obstacles, but also women's own posture (among 

others, weak self-esteem, predominance of the principle of individual progression based on 

women's denial) are major challenges. 

 According to the evaluation made by the participants the objectives of the workshop were 

largely achieved. 

 

Introduction  

A Workshop was held in the city of Maputo, on the first day of March of the current year 

(2018), on the installations of Telecommunicações de Moçambique (TDM) with the topic 

"Political Decentralization verso opportunities for strengthening and political leadership of 

women." 

The participants of this Workshop were the women leaders from the three benches represented 

in the parliament (FRELIMO, RENAMO and MDM). 

This report reflects the activities carried out during the event and is divided into five parts, 

namely: 1. Expected Results, 2. Workshop Evaluation, 3. Main Findings, 4. Conclusions and 

5. Recommendations. 
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Workshop programme 

 

HORA  ACTIVIDADE  RESPONSABILIDADE  
08:00 – 08:30 Chegada e Registo de Participantes  GENDER LINKS 

08:30: 08:45 Notas de Boas Vindas,  MESTRE DE CERIMÔNIAS  

08.45: 09.00 Discurso de Abertura e Apresentação dos 

objectivos do evento 

DIRECTORA EXECUTIVA DA GENDER LINKS – ALICE 

BANZE 

09.00: 09.15 Intervenção do Parceiro do Programa AGIR REPRESENTANTE 

9:15-9:45 Formação Aleatória dos Grupos de Trabalho: 

Dinâmica 1: O MEU DIA (QUEBRA GELO). 

FACILITADOR  

9:45-10:00 Lanche PROTOCOLO 

Data  01 de Março de 2018 

Local Sala de Reuniões das Telecomunicações de Moçambique 

Tema: ▪ Descentralização Vs Oportunidade para o fortalecimento e Liderança Politica da Mulher 

rumo aos Próximos Pleitos Eleitorais 
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10:00-10:30 TEMA 1: Descentralização Política-Administrativa 

como Oportunidade para Empoderamento da 

Mulher.  

FACILITADOR  

 Depoimento   

10:30-10:45 TEMA 2:METODOLOGIAS E MODALIDADES 

BÁSICAS DE FORMAÇÃO (CONCEITO E PERFIL DE 

FORMADOR VS FACILITADOR) 

FACILITADOR  

10:45-12:30 TEMA 2.1: PROTÓTIPO DE UMA SESSÃO DE 

FORMAÇÃO:  WORKSHOP SOBRE LIDERANCA. 

FACILITADOR 

Depoimento PRESIDENTE MARIA HELENA LANGA 

11:30 -12:30  Grupo de trabalho – Preparação e Apresentação 

de Sessões de Formação.  

FACILITADOR E OS REPRESENTANTES 

12:30-13:30 Almoço PROTOCOLO  

13:30-13:45 Dinâmica 2:  Estimulação da memória. A caixinha 

de surpresas. 

FACILITADOR E OS PARTICIPANTES 

13:45-14:15  TEMA 3: Grupo de trabalho. PREPARAÇÃO E 

IMPLEMENTACAO DE UMA MODALIDADE DE 

FORMACAO (WORKSHOP: Distribuição de 

Temas/ Fichas) 

FACILITADOR E OS REPRESENTANTES 

14:15-15:00 APRESENTAÇÃO E ANALISE DA AULA PARTICIPANTES 

15:00-15:15 LANCHE PROTOCOLO 
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15:15-15:15:30 Dinâmica 3: UMA CARTA DE COMPROMISSO 

PARA MIM. 

FACILITADOR E OS PARTICIPANTES 

 15:30-15:45 AVALIA.CÃO DA FORMAÇÃO PARTICIPANTES 

15:45-16:15 CONSIDERAÇÕES FINAIS E ENCERAMENTO  DIRECTORA EXECUTIVA DA GENDER LINKS – ALICE 
BANZE 
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Expected Results  

In this workshop the following results were achieved: 

Have identified, albeit with certain difficulties, the opportunities arising from the proposal for 

decentralization and other instruments for a massive participation in the forthcoming elections, 

reversing the current situation at local governance level; 

Became aware of the need to involve more women in political and governance processes; 

Assimilated the basic techniques on leadership training modalities and methodology; 

Differentiated the different types of leadership, their advantages and disadvantages as a strategy 

to promote women; 

They became aware of the fragility of the law in the context of the promotion of women; 

They have created synergies between Gender Links and the various political parties to work 

together to translate into action and results the various national and international legal 

instruments, in particular the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development Post 2015, the 

promotion of gender equality and equity. 
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Workshop Evaluation 

The evaluation of the workshop was done by applying the form in use in GenderLinks. 

Although there had been trainees suggesting longer duration of the course, a large part of the 

completed files would lead us to the conclusion that the participants were very satisfied with 

the quality of the training. 

The positive impact of the training methodology was the most emphasized aspect. 

Main Findings 

There are several findings that were made during the training, among them: 

a) High awareness of the rights and obstacles that hinder women's access to power. Cultural 

aspects, the conservative division of roles within the family, the fragility of laws in the area of 

women's protection are challenges that must be overcome; 

b) Lack of self-esteem: Using adequate dynamics, it was found that most women could not 

speak positively about them; 

c) The permanent effort to protect non-adverse values for the integration of women in the 

decision-making process; 

(d) Lack of exhaustive information on the decentralization process, which was being debated: 

Asked about the content of public documents on the process, very few participants, were aware 

of general lines on decentralization; 

e) High awareness of the power of women, while a majority of over 50 percent of the active 

electorate: Women, besides being the majority of the Mozambican population, represent the 

majority of the electorate. They are in a position to negotiate power sharing; 

f) Lack of cohesion and sense of class: Participants, as a representative of the class linked by 

GenderLinks, do not seem to have the class consciousness that strives for the valorisation of 

women and their integration into the decision-making process. The disputes between them in 

the benefit of men is a demonstration of this position.  
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Conclusions 

Although the participants were from ideologically antagonistic parties, the training took place 

in an environment of cordiality. 

However, the production of knowledge was greatly affected by the extremely heterogeneous 

level of schooling among participants. 

Assuming that this heterogeneity is part of the local reality, the next formations of this category 

must take place in at least two days. 

The level of professionalism in which GenderLinks organized the training greatly facilitated 

the scope advocated.  

Recommendations 

In view of the findings, it is recommended that 

In the training courses, the participatory methodology predominates, in order to encourage 

women to speak in public; 

Promotion of training on electoral legislation; 

Organize training in the field of communication techniques and debate on the role of gender 

equity in the family. 
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List of participants  
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